Exercise I - Whole, Half, Quarter, Eighth and Sixteenth Notes
Exercise IIa. - Half and Quarter Notes

A.
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]
G. 
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]

B.
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]
H. 
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]

C.
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]
I. 
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]

D.
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]
J. 
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]

E.
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]
K. 
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]

F.
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]
L. 
\[ \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)}\]
Exercise IIb. - More Half and Quarter Notes

A.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]

B.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]

C.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]

D.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]

E.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]

F.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]

G.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]

H.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]

I.
\[ \text{ music staff image } \]
Exercise IIId. - More Quarter and Eighth Notes

A.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

B.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

C.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

D.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

E.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

F.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

G.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

H.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

I.\[\frac{3}{4}\]

J.\[\frac{3}{4}\]